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A statistic� the BV�dimension� is introduced to mea�
sure the e�ective local �nite�time dimensionality of a
spatio�temporally chaotic system� It is shown that the
Earth�s atmosphere often has low BV�dimension ���	
�
Furthermore� as we discuss at the end of this paper� we
believe that this �nding has important implications for
weather forecasting�
On December �� ���	 the NWS implemented opera�

tional ensemble forecasts �
� At regular time intervals
several perturbations to the model atmospheric state are
created� The original atmospheric state �referred to be�
low as the main solution� and the ensemble of perturbed
states are evolved forward in time by the model to create
an ensemble of forecasts�
The di�erence between the main solution and a per�

turbed solution is similar to a Lyapunov vector in the
calculation of the evolution of di�erential displacements
from chaotic trajectories ����
� A di�erence here is that
for the NWS computation� the perturbations� although
small� are not in�nitesimal� The individual perturbations
obtained from the ensemble forecasts are called the bred

vectors� If the perturbations were in�nitesimal �rather
than �nite�� then� in the limit of in�nite time evolution�
the bred vectors would point in the direction of domi�
nant growth� and the corresponding exponential growth
rate of their magnitudes would be the largest Lyapunov
exponent�
For the analysis presented in this paper� we used en�

sembles consisting of � perturbed forecasts ����
� The en�
semble forecasts are made available on the Internet every
	� hours by the NWS and give the forecasts at �	 hour
intervals spanning � days� In this study we focus on the
wind vector �eld at the height where the pressure is ���
millibars �approximately � km in altitude��
We consider square regions of roughly ���� km x ����

km� choosing a grid point in the center of the region plus
	� uniformly distributed neighbors� The north�south and
east�west wind components of a bred vector at the ���mb
pressure level at each of the 	� points in such a region
form a �� dimensional column vector which we refer to
as a local bred vector�
If there are k local bred vectors �k � � in our case��

the issue we want to address is the degree of linear inde�
pendence of these k local bred vectors� That is� we want
to determine the e�ective dimensionality of the subspace
spanned by the local bred vectors� To do this we use
empirical orthogonal functions �EOFs� �also known as
principal component analysis�� The underlying idea is
to �nd the lowest dimensional subspace that� in a least
squares sense� optimally represents the majority of the
data�

The k local bred column vectors form a ��xk matrix�
B� The singular values of B are �i and measure the
extent to which the k column unit vectors making up
B point in the direction vi� By identifying how many
of the vectors of vi represent most of the variance of B
we can identify an e�ective dimension spanned by the
k local bred vectors� In order to do so� we de�ne the
following statistic on the singular values which we call
the BV�dimension �bred vector dimension��
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As examples of the statistic� we describe several cases
with k � � unit vectors� If the k local bred vectors
comprising B were all the same� then the singular val�
ues would be

p
�� �� �� �� �� This would yield a statistic

of ��
p
�� �� �� �� �� � �� If the local bred vectors were

equally distributed between two vectors v� and v�� in
the sense that each one accounts for half the variance�
then the singular values would be

p
��	�
p
��	� �� �� ��

and our statistic would yield ��
p
��	�
p
��	� �� �� �� � 	�

If the local bred vectors again lie in the two dimensional
subspace spanned by v� and v�� but the two are not
equally represented� then this could give 	 � � � � �e�g��

we might have singular values such as
p
����� ��	� �� �� �

which would yield ��
p
����� ��	� �� �� �� � ���
� While the

dimension of the space spanned by the local bred vectors
is 	� our statistic gives an intermediate value re�ecting
the degree of dominance of one direction over the other�
In general our statistic returns a real value between � and
k�
In Figure � we show this analysis applied to a � hour

forecasts� The BV�dimension was calculated at each spa�
tial point on the grid and colored red for lower values and
blue for larger values� A large region of relatively low di�
mensionality �BV�dimension less than 	��� is evident over
North America �red�yellow�� This indicates that in this
region� the local bred vectors e�ectively span a space of
substantially lower dimension than that of the full space�
We also �nd that there is a well de�ned vertical struc�
ture �from ��� millibars to 	�� millibars� in the atmo�
spheric column of regions with low BV�dimensions� It is
also found that low values of BV�dimension� over time�
tend to follow fairly de�ned tracks in our data set mov�
ing from west to east� The average location of regions
with low BV�dimension for the time period of February
��� 	��� to July �� 	��� is exhibited in Figure 	 ��
�
The regions of low BV�dimension have potentially im�

portant implications for weather forecasting� A major
e�ort in forecasting is devoted to the process of data as�



similation� At any given time t�� there is inevitably a dis�

crepancy ���t�� between the true atmospheric state and
its representation in the computer model� Now consider a
later time t� � t�� and suppose that in a region of interest
there is a low BV�dimension at time t�� This implies that

any local discrepancy ���t�� between the true state and
its representation in the computer model lies predomi�
nantly in the �unstable subspace�� the space spanned by
the few vectors that contribute most strongly to the the
low BV�dimension ��
� We conjecture that in many cases
this information can yield a substantial improvement in
forecasting� In particular� the implication is that the
data assimilation algorithm should correct the computer
model state by moving it closer to the observations along
the direction of the unstable subspace since that is where
the true state most likely lies ��
� Current data assimila�
tion techniques do not take this into account�
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FIG� �� An example of the spatial variation of
BV�dimension from a 	� hour forecast from March �� �����
The colors represent the e�ective subspace spanned by the
local bred vectors �BV�dimension� with red indicating lower
values and blue indicating higher values�

FIG� �� Average locations of regions
with low BV�dimensions are shown through the point�wise
time average of the BV�dimension calculated from ensemble
forecasts every �� hours from February ��� ���� to July 	��
����� Red �blue depicts regions in which the BV�dimension
tends to be low �high�


